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UN-Backed “Great Reset” to Usher in New World Order
Get ready for a lot less freedom and
prosperity, and a lot more government — at
least if the elites get their way.

After peddling coronavirus lockdowns that
crushed the economy and funding riots that
terrorized the public under the guise of
fighting “systemic racism,” Deep State
globalists are stepping in to offer their
proposed “solution” to the crises they
themselves unleashed: A “Great Reset” to
transform the world and everything in it,
supposedly for the benefit of the masses, but
really for the benefit of the ruling classes.

Top leaders of Big Business, Big Globalism, and Big Government worldwide — including royalty and
mass-murdering communist tyrants — are jumping on the bandwagon. But even before the scheme is
fully outlined and understood, resistance is growing quickly.

The brainchild of the World Economic Forum, a globalist group of powerful Deep State elites that meets
every year in the Swiss ski-resort town of Davos, the “Great Reset” aims to fundamentally re-engineer
industries, societies, education, agriculture, and more.

Its advocates are openly saying as much, with WEF boss Klaus Schwab declaring “all aspects of our
societies and economies” need to be “revamped.” Even “our thinking and behavior” will have to
dramatically shift, he said. A WEF statement marketing the controversial scheme also calls for a “new
social contract” centered on “social justice.”

“Every country, from the United States to China, must participate, and every industry, from oil and gas
to tech, must be transformed,” added Schwab, calling for even “stronger and more effective”
government. “We must build entirely new foundations for our economic and social systems.” And there
is no other choice but to submit, he and others declared.

A video about the looming “Great Reset” offers a creepy glimpse into what the globalists are selling:

Business and economic changes will be massive, Schwab explained. “The Great Reset will require us to
integrate all stakeholders of global society into a community of common interest, purpose and action,”
explained Schwab, the globalist front-man who runs the WEF. “We need a change of mindset, moving
from short-term to long-term thinking, moving from shareholder capitalism to stakeholder
responsibility. Environmental, social and good governance have to be a measured part of corporate and
governmental accountability.”

In short, what remains of the tattered free-market system is set to be tossed out — along with the
vibrant middle class it sustained. In its place will rise technocratic governance based on nebulous
“social” and “environmental” goals set by the technocrats.

The changes will be systemic, too. “The COVID19 crisis has shown us that our old systems are not fit
anymore for the 21st century,” the WEF leader said in a speech about the Great Reset last month,
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calling a change in “mindsets” the “most important” issue. “Now is the historical moment — the time —
not only to fight the virus, but to shape the system for the post-corona era.”

While the Great Reset is being framed by Schwab and other proponents as a response to the
coronavirus, the moderator of the Great Reset event admitted that the WEF founder had been working
on the agenda “for many decades.” Schwab did not protest that assertion. And judging by the enormous
amount of work that went into this — including the “strategic intelligence” program — it is clear that
this has been in the works for quite some time.

Globalists have been throwing the term “Fourth Industrial Revolution” around for years now. In 2016,
Schwab explained that this “revolution” would “fundamentally alter the way we live, work, and relate to
one another.” The transformation, he continued, would be “unlike anything humankind has experienced
before,” bringing together “all stakeholders of the global polity.”

In essence, the “revolution” involves blurring the lines between the “physical, digital, and biological
spheres” — literally the merging of man and machine, dubbed “transhumanism” by advocates and
opponents alike. And while it seemed like just another kooky globalist pipe dream back then, the
coronavirus panic has paved the way for unprecedented changes, as Schwab boasted.

“COVID-19 has accelerated our transition into the age of the Fourth Industrial Revolution,” Schwab said
in his remarks about the Great Reset posted on the WEF website. “We have to make sure that the new
technologies in the digital, biological and physical world remain human-centered and serve society as a
whole, providing everyone with fair access.”

Interestingly, the notion that under free markets, everything serves “capital,” and under collectivism,
everything serves “society as a whole, providing everyone with fair access,” is straight out of the
Marxist playbook. Such rhetoric almost always precedes a dramatic loss of freedom and prosperity.

That same rhetoric coming from Schwab and the WEF is found in key UN agreements that are serving
as the foundation of the emerging New World Order. In UN Agenda 2030, also known as the
“Sustainable Development Goals,” every national government and dictatorship on Earth agreed to very
similar dictates.

In Goal 10, for instance, the UN and its members pledge to “reduce inequality within and among
countries.” To do that, the agreement continues, will “only be possible if wealth is shared and income
inequality is addressed.”

As the UN document also makes clear, national socialism to “combat inequality” domestically is not
enough — international socialism is needed to battle inequality even “among” countries. “By 2030,
ensure that all men and women, in particular the poor and the vulnerable, have equal rights to
economic resources,” the document demands, sounding suspiciously like the WEF “Great Reset”
manifesto.

The UN document also calls on government to seize control over “production and consumption.” It
prescribes government-controlled healthcare systems for all, too.

And it demands that children be “educated” to the point that they do not just agree with the ideology
underpinning the scheme, but are actually prepared to “promote” it. Goal 4 — so-called “education” —
will be the key to achieving all the others, as the UN has admitted on many occasions. 

It is no surprise that the “Great Reset” mirrors the UN agenda so closely. In fact, last year, the WEF
inked a “Strategic Partnership Framework” deal with the UN designed to facilitate the imposition of
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Agenda 2030 on humanity.

“Meeting the Sustainable Development Goals is essential for the future of humanity,” explained Schwab
at the time. “The World Economic Forum is committed to supporting this effort, and working with the
United Nations to build a more prosperous and equitable future.” The head of the UN, self-styled
socialist Antonio Guterres, celebrated how the partnership would help bring the private sector onboard.

Indeed, communist leaders, including members of the mass-murdering Communist Party of China, are
now openly joining forces with capitalist bigwigs and Big Business CEOs to push the scheme. Guterres,
the former chief of the Socialist International alliance of socialist and Marxist parties, also lent his
support to the WEF’s “Great Reset” agenda.

“The Great Reset is a welcome recognition that this human tragedy must be a wake-up call,” he said in
his remarks which were also posted on the WEF’s website. “We must build more equal, inclusive and
sustainable economies and societies that are more resilient in the face of pandemics, climate change
and the many other global changes we face.”

The IMF is also a key player. IMF boss Kristalina Georgieva boasted of the “very massive fiscal
stimulus” being “injected” into the global economy. This massive infusion of cash looted from humanity
must be used to forcibly restructure the economy so it can be rebuilt “greener” and “smarter” and
“more fairer” in the future.

For instance, she said governments and international organizations could put in place “incentives” such
as “carbon prices” to force companies to do what the globalist establishment wants. “Carbon prices,” of
course, is just code language for literally taxing the gas exhaled by human beings, CO2. She also
demanded more government “social programs” to “take care of people.”

The mass-murdering regime enslaving Communist China played a “crucial role” in developing Agenda
2030, as Beijing’s propaganda organs boasted after it was signed. Not surprisingly, the dictatorship —
literally the most murderous government in human history — is also playing a growing role within the
WEF.

At the 2017 WEF meeting in Davos, Deep State globalists were tripping over themselves to shower
praises on Communist Chinese dictator Xi Jinping. With President Donald Trump in the White House
throwing a monkey wrench in the gears of the globalist machinery, the mass-murdering tyrant was seen
as the new defender of the “liberal world order.” Yes, seriously. The rise to prominence of Beijing has
long been part of the globalist plan.

Beijing’s minions will play a key role in shaping the “Great Reset,” too. Indeed, one of the nine speakers
and boosters for the Great Reset was Communist Chinese operative Ma Jun, chairman of the “Green
Finance Committee” and a bigwig at the People’s Bank of China. In his remarks on the Great Reset, Ma
emphasized “Green” over and over again, calling for “Green” stimulus and a “Green” economy directed
by “Green” incentives, employment schemes, subsidies, and more.

UN, communist, and globalist leaders have all started using the term “green economy” almost
interchangeably with a totalitarian-technocratic system of global governance. Even in America this is
true. Obama’s “Green Jobs” Czar Van Jones, for instance, was forced to resign when his revolutionary
Maoist views become well known. And the “Green New Deal,” which mirrors the Great Reset scheme, is
transparently a recipe for global tyranny and poverty.

If there was any doubt that technocratic global government was the goal, Schwab put it to rest with his
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public comments. “This global pandemic has also demonstrated again how interconnected we are,” he
explained about the Great Reset. “We have to restore a functioning system of smart global cooperation
structured to address the challenges of the next 50 years. We only have one planet.”

And in case there was any doubt about what that global system will demand of individuals, Schwab
again put it to rest. “We have to decarbonize the economy in the short window still remaining and bring
our thinking and behavior once more into harmony with nature,” he said. Read that again: Even your
thinking and behavior is in the global elites’ cross hairs.

“A Great Reset is necessary to build a new social contract that honors the dignity of every human
being,” continued Schwab, once again using empty Marxist-style rhetoric to build support for the very
policies that always and everywhere strip individuals of their dignity and free agency. “The global
health crisis has laid bare the unsustainability of our old system in terms of social cohesion, the lack of
equal opportunities and inclusiveness.”

Also jumping onboard the Great Reset bandwagon was population-control zealot Prince Charles, whose
family is currently embroiled in the Jeffrey Epstein child-sex-trafficking scandal. “In order to secure our
future and to prosper, we need to evolve our economic model and put people and planet at the heart of
global value creation,” said Charles, heir to the throne. “If there is one critical lesson to learn from this
crisis, it is that we need to put nature at the heart of how we operate,” continued the son of the queen
of England. “We simply can’t waste more time.” 

While Charles is a fervent advocate of population control, his father was even more blunt, famously
expressing his desire to kill large numbers of people: “In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like
to return as a deadly virus, to contribute something to solving overpopulation.” This dangerous attitude
is widespread among the elites.

A brief look at the other key players reveals a great deal as well. The first of nine names on the list is
Victoria Alonsoperez, with a company called “Chipsafer.” The firm makes implantable microchips that
transmit data on location as well as physiological changes in cattle — at least for now. More than a few
government and corporate bigwigs associated with WEF, the UN, and the move toward Technocracy
have openly called for micro-chipping humans, too. It is already happening in some parts of the world.

Other “stakeholders” involved in the scheme include the CEO of Mastercard, which is funding Deep
State efforts to eliminate cash in a move toward a cashless society. The president of Microsoft, which
recently filed patent WO2020-060606 for implantable crypto-currency technology, is also a key booster.

Also leading the charge was the head of enviro-fascist group Greenpeace, which even its own co-
founder has rejected for its anti-human, anti-science fanaticism. Disgraced “climate” guru Al Gore, who
serves on the WEF board, is also shilling for the Great Reset, along with Skull and Bones member John
Kerry.

Critics are already ridiculing the idea, though. “We should not succumb to the quixotic (and totally
unrealistic) notion that a few super smart people at the WEF (or any world organization) could press a
society reset button, so that seven billion people could magically thrive under a new world order that
their brilliant minds concocted,” quipped Chris Talgo with the Heartland Institute in one of several
pieces mocking the Great Reset Initiative. “As humans, we have barely enough wisdom and foresight to
keep our own lives in order.” He called on humanity to resist the Great Reset agenda for global
government “at all costs.”

The finer details of the “Great Reset” are still being worked out, and will be discussed in a series of
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“virtual” meetings in the run-up to the annual WEF in Davos. Judging from the brutal comments under
the WEF promo video peddling the “Great Reset” though — many of which blasted the scheme as a
satanic ploy for a New World Order that would face massive resistance — the globalist elite has a long
way to go.

American patriots who love their nation, self-government, the Constitution, and individual liberty will
undoubtedly resist. People of faith who believe the Bible and the principles contained within it will, too.
The question now is whether the globalists will be able to deceive and manipulate enough people into
giving up their freedom in exchange for dishonest promises of “peace” and “safety” that will never be
fulfilled.

Image: Screenshot of YouTube video by the Royal Family

Correction: This article originally referred to Prince Charles as Prince Philip, and the error has been
corrected.
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